Level 1 Bowling Green: Annual Maintenance

Course description
The key subjects – from assessment of the surface to all the key tasks, plus more – are studied through a progressive one-day GMA Learning course. With delivery from an industry expert, experience an educational hands-on training day featuring a productive presentation, plus turf care theory and practical working demonstrations.

Some of the subjects covered on this course
- The definition and assessment of surface
- Sequence of autumn maintenance
- Care of the bowling green and surrounds
- Spring and summer operations
- Effective winter maintenance
- Marking and setting out of rinks
- Safe and effective use of equipment

Is this training day suitable for me?
This course is ideal for the new volunteer, and employee, or simply just as a refresher. Delivered by an industry expert, develop your knowledge with the latest best practices and explore the requirements you need to meet in order to optimise your bowling green surface.

What can I do after this course?
Enhance your learning with our Level 2 Bowling Greens: Applied Turf Culture. An additional option, and with further study, is to undertake the GMA Level 2 Technical Certificate in Turf Surface Maintenance – an initial formal qualification in turf maintenance.

Benefits
You will become part of the growing network of sports turf experts and volunteers. You will gain valuable and applicable skills, as well as practical experience. You will enjoy a fun, informative and productive course – with delivery from an excellent and knowledgeable expert.

Course details
- Cost
  Visit www.thegma.org.uk/learning
- Duration
  One day (full)
- Location
  Venues across the UK

Contact an advisor
Call: 01908 312 511
Email: learning@thegma.org.uk

thegma.org.uk  @groundsmangementassociation  @thegma_